DATA SHEET FOR U.S. REGISTRATION OF TRADEMARK

Mark: ________________________________

Please provide the following information for application to register the above-identified trademark:

1. Full legal name of applicant: ______________________________________________

2. State of incorporation: ________________________________________________
   a. If not a corporation, then the nature of business entity (e.g., partnership, sole
      proprietor, and d/b/a or T/A name): ______________________________________

3. Principal place of business address: _______________________________________

4. All type of goods and/or services for which mark is actually used (or for which you have a
   bona fide intent to use the mark) as of this date: ___________________________

5. If above mark had been actually used (or is intended to be used) in any combined or composite
   form (e.g., with a design), advise of each such composite mark and send copy.
   a. Copy enclosed? Yes ____ No ____

6. If the mark has been actually used, state first date of use of above mark by applicant (or any
   predecessor) on or in connection with each of the products identified above:
   a. In commerce of any kind (intrastate, interstate, or foreign):
      (Date): ______________________________________________
   b. In interstate (i.e. across a state line) or foreign commerce:
      (Date): ______________________________________________

7. Advise how the above mark is actually used on or in connection with the goods and/or services
   in commerce (or is intended to be used on or in connection with the goods and/or services). In
   other words, is the mark applied to (check all that apply):

   □ the goods themselves          □ displays associated with the goods/services
   □ containers for the goods      □ advertisements of the goods/services
   □ labels or tags affixed to the goods □ promotional material associated with the goods/services

   Other: _______________________

If the mark has actually been used in commerce, send at least one (black & white) specimen showing above
mark as it is actually currently used on or in connection with the above-stated goods/services in interstate
and/or foreign commerce. Note: (a) These specimens may be duplicates of an actually used label, tag,
container, or associated display less than 8” x 10” when folded flat; (b) If the mark is applied in such a way
that it is not convenient to simply supply such a specimen, then supply an 8” x 10” or smaller photograph of
all the products or containers clearly showing the mark.